Milepost
Volume 40, Number 3 — March 2020
The official newsletter of the Pikes Peak Division
Rocky Mountain Region — National Model Railroad Association.

NEXT MEETING:
Friday, March 13th, 2020 at 7:00 PM
The New Sand Creek Police Station 950 Academy Park Loop
(Northeast of the intersection of Fountain/Academy)
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Please note ‘Operation Sippy Cup’.

January 10th, 2020 (Friday) at 6:00 PM
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting at TECO 37 setup at
Chapel Hills Mall — lower-level of old Sears building.
No Contest.
No Program.
January 11th-12th, 2020 (Saturday/Sunday)
TECO 37 Show, Chapel Hills Mall (lower-level Sears).
February 14th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Any Railroad Item
Program: {to be determined}.
March 13th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Locos - Steam and Diesel
Program: {to be determined}.
April 10th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: "Bent Screwdriver"
(unusual April Fool items)
Program: {to be determined}.
May 8th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Your Oldest Model Railroad Car
Program: {to be determined}.
June 12th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Small Railroad-Related Structure
Program: {to be determined}.
July 10th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Gondola - with kit-bashed load
Program: {to be determined}.
August 14th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Caboose (Completed in last 3 years)
Program: {to be determined}
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The Milepost, Volume 40, Number 3, March 2020, is published monthly, as an electronic
document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky
Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually held on
the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop
(northeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado, at 7:00
PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We’d love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap
meets, train shows, and other model railroad (and railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner
unless otherwise noted. Please do not use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, web
sites, etcetera, without explicit case-by case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the
e-mail address of: dave@bristow-family.org Thank you.

Denver & Rio Grande, The 168, Cumbres & Toltec

Chapel Hills Mall Event Center
1710 Briargate Blvd
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
$7 per person
Children under 12 free
Seniors/Military $1 Discount

Info and online ticket sales at www.tecoshow.org
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Editor’s Thoughts
Three things came together to inspire my editorial, the talk by Mike at the last meeting, an article in the
NMRA magazine and my wife and I's recent estate planning efforts. The article in the magazine is titled
"Disposition of a Model Railroad Estate” where the author provides what seems like good advice to how to
dispose of a model railroad upon the demise of its owner. While the thought of death and estates can be
both morbid and depressing, what I learned from my lawyer is if I do nothing the disposal of our assets can
become very messy being tied up in court, even if it’s just probate court. My railroad empire, which consists
of a layout that is barely complete, as I wait for some Walthers #4 turnouts, has no scenery and some 150
pieces of rolling stock, is hardly worth more than a few dollars. Some of you have much bigger and better
empires as I've observed in the few house visits, I’ve had the honor to make. Mike’s contribution to my
thinking about this dark subject was the statistics he presented. Especially the age of our members. I’m in
the largest group.

As you can see from the chart above, and if you come to the meetings, many us are 50 or older. In fact, for
our division Mike’s stats indicates 92%. If you haven’t given any thought as to what’s to happen to your
railroad empire when you can no longer enjoy it then I’d encourage you to read the article in the NMRA
magazine and think about what next to do.
I hope we will all enjoy the hobby for many years to come!!
David
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The 2020 Rocky Mountain Region mini-convention of the NMRA July 31Aug 2 is being held in Pueblo, CO. For more information see the web page at
https://sites.google.com/site/callboardfebruary2020/slc-convention

Royal Gorge by Post Card
By Mel McFarland
Program: Royal Gorge by Post Card, everyone for postcards of the gorge, with and without the suspension
bridge! A look at the railroad through the gorge that was done from many different angles, and trains.
Contact Mel for further information.

March Superintendent Notes
Caribbean Trains
There are two kinds of “trains” in the Caribbean: tourist shuttle trains and real trains.

They are used like the buses to shuttle passenger between cruise ship and terminal building in ports where
the walk could be 15 minutes. This is the one in St Lucia. Barbados had one with the GoPo label. They are
made by GoPo in Belgium.
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What I did not expect to see was the Saint Nicolas Abbey Heritage Railroad --- a real live narrow-gauge train
restored in 2018 on the island of Barbados. Didn’t even know about it until I checked on available shore
excursions on the ship.

These days most of the islands rely almost exclusively on tourism. But in the past, sugar plantations were a
big deal. Steam engines came along to do the heaving lifting. The original system was 26 miles in length.
At the station they have a nice oval with a wye but at the end of the line they asked for volunteers to help
turn the engine. The original railroad had two turntables.
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Static Display at the Bacardi Plant in Puerto Rico
We just went there for the rum, but it had an old engine on display.

San Juan, they say, has a ten-mile long subway system.
Not on our itinerary was the island of St. Kitts. They have a diesel tourist train on a thirty-mile long line I will
have to check out someday.
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Upcoming Division & Local Events
April 18-19, 2020: TECO Train Show at Chapel Hills Mall.
October 24-25, 2020: TECO Train Show at Chapel Hills Mall.
Information on Colorado and neighboring state events is posted on TECOshow.org.

Cowcatcher Magazine Updates
This is one of the few railroading magazines I subscribe to. In the March/April edition, besides the ads for
TCA and TECO, Editor/Publisher Tim Blackwell has a couple great articles up front, one about “the proof that
trains and model trains matter rests within our communities” and a second about “Making More Than
Memories”.
The Durango and Silverton Railroad is an economic linchpin to the local communities and is working its way
through its conversion from coal to oil. Steam is steam.
On a sadder note, he wrote about the suspension of operations on the San Luis Valley Scenic Railroad out of
Alamosa last year. It’s tied up in the courts and the County is trying to bring it back to life. Even when tourist
railroads run into the red, they can still be a net plus for the local communities.

Membership Reminder
Just a friendly reminder; membership in the Pikes Peak Division of the NMRA is contingent upon
membership in the NMRA. Outsiders are welcome to attend three meeting of the Division before being
required to join. Visit the website: www.NMRA.org to start or renew your membership.
Members are eligible for up to 45% discounts from over 30 companies.
PPD NMRA has no additional membership dues.
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Notes From The Siding
By John Emmot
We will have to see where this goes this month. My siding is a stub end this month. Not a through siding. It
was gratifying to have some new folks attend the last meeting. Both families said they were following up on
information and invitations from the January TECO show. I hope we didn’t scare them off and that they will
return for some follow-on railroading. They were engaged in conversations with a variety of other members.
Mike Maline had a short presentation on the demographics of the division which lead to a discussion of ways
to encourage as many as possible to participate in some form of Division activities. This might involve
creating some new Division activities to participate in. I believe this discussion may continue into the next
meeting.
I have heard some feedback from the PPD modular layouts at the last TECO show. In general, there weren’t
always as many folks to run trains on all tracks. We were down a couple of operators for other obligations
and illness. It might have been possible for some of those who were there to put out additional trains. We
were running without the NCE radio, though the smart device WiFi was working. The large footprint layout
was a long way across with a plug-in controller. Howard had a good time with his trains on the dogbones. He
told me that things he had trouble with before ran well for this show. Mark does create an operating
schedule, but we don’t always get all the openings filled in and committed. Many of the module folks also
have other obligations to the TECO show which take them away from the layout. I am pleased that as many
folks bring their modules for the layout even if their ability to operate is limited. We do have a couple of
auxiliary operators who fill time on the tracks. So, if you have a train or trains that you would like to get
some running time on, signup for the next show. You don’t have to have a module to bring trains.
As most of you know, the next TECO show is scheduled for April 18 & 19. As of now, we have a couple of
extra layouts expected to setup. They should add some variety to the show. We expect to use some more of
the floor space available to us. The current health concerns are not lost on the board and we will monitor the
situation up to the scheduled time.
The March contest is Locomotives. Almost everyone has some of these. If you have any that you have built
or improved beyond ‘out of the box’ why not bring it to the meeting. They may be steam or diesel.
The drink cup lid program was in full swing for the meeting. Everyone seemed to manage the new reality :).
The good condition of the treasury makes it possible to think out of the box for ways to enhance our
programs and materials for the benefit of the model railroad hobby. If anyone has ideas for the PPD, please
surface them at the meeting.
That’s it for now. Hope to see you all ‘round the roundhouse.
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January 2020 Minutes
Secretary, John Emmot
The regular monthly meeting was called to order by Secretary, John Emmot at 7:03 at the new Sand Creek
Police Station. There were 20 members including 3 visitors present. Visitors were Pete Peters and Dave and
Audry Solly. They were invited from the TECO show.

Treasurers Report:
Tony Pawlicki provided a printed update on activity in the PPD bank account. The activity statement was
approved as submitted. The credit charge for the covered cups had been processed. He had received and
deposited the TECO check but was surprised by the delivery of the proceeds from the sale of the donated HO
scale collection. The treasury is in the best condition in memory.

Old Business:
Kristin was not present to report on the Banner acquisition.

New Business:
Short discussion of the proposal to acquire some smart devices to use for WiFi control of DCC trains when
NCE radio is not available. No action was taken. Terry Luginbuhl was present and said he understood that
NCE had added a new control option that eliminated the multiple layout interference problems. That
possibility will be investigated.
Mike Maline had a short presentation on the demographics of the Pikes Peak Division members. This also
generated some good discussion on things we can consider increasing participation by existing and new
members. Suggestions ranged from breakfast meetings to afternoon meetings to scale SIGs to model
building sessions and others.

Announcements:
Lindsey Marchbanks was present with her annual delivery of Girl Scout cookies. Thanks Lindsey.
Elizabeth expressed her appreciation for Division’s turnout and help with the January TECO show. The
Division share payout was substantial. She also mentioned the Rails In The Rockies Show in Estes Park
February 15 & 16 and the Rocky Mountain Train Show (TCA) show in Denver on March 7&8. Due to the
shortage of layout crew, the PPD layout for the TCA show was cancelled.

Contest:
Only two very nice entries were present for the contest (see the pictures below). No voting took place. John
Emmot brought his new D&SL RPO kitbashed from Walthers cars and Tony Pawlicki had a display on the
evolution of mechanical refers.
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Program:
Terry Luginbuhl presented a discussion of Speed Matching locomotives in DCC using DecoderPro from JMRI.
As it turns out, there are long and short ways to do it and both are made easier with the free JMRI software.
Terry also expressed a willingness to participate as a clinician at TECO. (Terry has agreed to creating a corner
with articles based on questions from you the readers about DCC, the first one is based on his presentation
given at the meeting. If you have a DCC question, please send them to me and I’ll forward them to Terry.)
Meeting adjourned at 8:55.

Slow Start
By Jerry Hansz
This year has been a slow start for model railroading. Health problems have made me lethargic. In addition,
I’ve been copying 100 8mm tapes to hard disk archive. Bummer! This involves copying the 8mm 2 hour tape
to DVD, then copying the DVD to computer, editing out dead space, and generating a new file to archive. I
started at 8MM100 and now am down to 8MM074.
This week I’ve started looking at my deadlined locomotives: a 2-8-8-2 with burned out motor, a 2-8-0 with
sound that is sluggish, several diesels with various illnesses.
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Wheel cleaning saved some diesels. One Broadway Limited SD40-2 responded to “CV8” and reprogramming,
plus a new DZ143PS decoder. Those Broadway Limited with DC sound are buggers to reprogram!
You don’t want any photos of this!
Oh well, spring is springing!

An Attempt at Levity
By Jerry Hansz
I operate a regional railroad named Hansz Hauling. As an attempt to inject some levity, I developed a
subsidiary named Hansz Equipment. It builds heavy electric items. This prompted me to set up HE HE. Sick! I
made some decals and applied them to some empty ink cartridges.

First attempt

Final decal

The first decal on red background didn’t show up well, so I settled on the final decal, black lettering on clear
background. The ink cartridges’ bottoms need fillers to set flat. I discovered the need to seal the paint
apertures. I painted the cartridges silver.

The first cartridge was set in a gondola. The plain decals show up okay.

Gondola with the first of three transformers.
A heavy industry requires a heavy headquarters. That will be the next project.
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More About Unneeded Stuff
By Jerry Hansz
After abandoning the effort to power the S2 switcher, I turned my attention to the Plymouth MDT. The
model wouldn’t run on DC, so it was disassembled. The superstructure was ATSF Yellow and Blue. There was
no record of number 332.

The wipers were filed to remove corrosion, McHenry whisker couplers were installed to avoid extensive
modifications for Kadees, and the axles were reinstalled.

On the test leads, the chassis ran with contact through the wheels. The wheels were cleaned, the weight was
installed, and the chassis ran on the main using DC.
The Santa Fe Diesel Volume 1 stated that the Somerville, Texas tie plant had a Plymouth diesel numbered 3
(no picture), which triggered a silly thought – let’s paint it black and assign it #3. The window glazing was
removed, and a rattle can of flat black was used to make it BLACK.
Planning to convert it to DCC, I cut the weight down to provide clearance for the decoder. I used a LENZ
LE102WH decoder that was on hand.
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Chassis with decoder installed.
With the decoder installed, the unit was programmed for address 4. It would run a couple of feet in each
direction, the stop. More wheels cleaning was done, with no change in operation. Later.
I have two Athearn Hustlers painted black with numbers 1 and 2, so this will fit in. Unfortunately, the
Hustlers don’t lend themselves to DCC conversion. However, this exercise ignited another mental aberration.
To avoid a catastrophic event with address 3 (standard base address for DCC), I numbered the thing 4.
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Repainted shell.
The cab window was reinserted, and the shell awaits the chassis.
I set up on the programming track. The unit programmed well. However, repeated attempts to operate on
the main failed. In my current mood, I boxed it up and stored it. Gess I’ll avoid impulse buys for a while! I
would look good a siding.

Union Pacific Bailey Yard
By Jerry Hansz
After retirement, I intended to chase trains, but family responsibilities precluded that. So, I turned to videos.
I recently received a postcard from my niece and nephew’s family. They are cornhuskers and climbed the
tower at Bailey. Bless them!
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The obverse was cluttered with wishes and signatures, but the text stated that Bailey Yard got in the
Guinness Book of World Records in 1995, as the largest classification rail yard in the world.

DCC Corner

Q&A

By Terry Luginbuhl
A “printed” review since my laptop would not speak “PowerPoint” !!

Speed matching locomotives using the “short” table (cv 2, 6, and 5), or using the “long” table
(cv’s 67-94).
Using the short table with a picture portraying how it appears in DecoderPro

CV2, CV5, & CV6
Someone asked me how I match my locomotives for consisting and if there was an easy way to explain, or
actually accomplish this…… well, let me try.
To start, find one favorite loco and get it set to run the way you really like. For this example, I am using the
“SHORT” speed table CV’s; 2 for start voltage, 5 for maximum voltage, and 6 for mid voltage. This is a very
simple three step table.
Get it to start moving at speed step 1. Acquire the loco and set it at speed step 1, then using CV2, adjust the
start voltage upwards in increments of 5 until it starts to move. If it starts to move too quickly, go down 5
and increase 1 at a time until it starts the way you want it.
Next, get the loco up and running and determine just how fast you would like it to run. Once there, look at
the setting for the throttle and figure out what percentage of the total that setting would be. For example, a
setting of 14 on a 28 step table would be half or 50%, a setting of 21 would be about 75%, a setting of 18
would be about 66%, etc. Using CV5 for maximum voltage (0-255), multiply 255 by that % and set CV5
accordingly. 50% would be 128, 75% would be 190, and 66% would be about 168. Find the % you like and
use it.
CV 6 is used to set the middle voltage. For simplicity of matching locos I would leave it at “0”, or divide your
setting for CV5 in half and use that number. This gives you a nice straight-line speed table.
Once you have the loco running the way you like set the momentum values (CV3&4) to a setting you like. I
would suggest 3-5, I use 10.
Now that you have your “start”, “mid” and “max” settings you have a place to start speed matching your
other locomotives. Set them to these numbers and put them on the same track as your test locomotive and
compare how they run.
Get the start voltage (CV2) adjusted first, then tweak the max voltage (CV5) until they run close together.
Once again, leave the mid voltage (CV6) out of the game for now. Set the momentum to whatever value you
decided upon in the test loco and test them again. They should be pretty close.
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CV67 through CV94, CV66&CV95
Now how I match my locomotives for consisting and if there was an easy way to explain using the long speed
table way
To start, find one favorite loco and get it set to run the way you really like. For this example, I am using the
“LONG” speed table; CV67 through CV94. This is a twenty-eight-step speed table. I am assuming you already
know the start and max voltage based on some SHORT speed table experimentation you have done.
First you need to build the speed table. Let’s assume your nominal start voltage setting to be 10, and the
maximum voltage setting to be 135. Subtract and you will see that your speed table will span “125”. (It starts
at 10 and ends at 135.) If you divide 125 by 28 (steps), each value change will be 4.5 per speed step. Take a
piece of paper, or use excel to write down the 28 values. 1-28, 1=10…….. 28=135. (Every time you change
your start or your max setting this must be done.)
Once you have this done you must program each CV value into the decoder. Once this is accomplished you
can set your momentum and test your loco against the “standard” loco.
There are two additional CV’s that allow you to tweak this entire table, up or down to match your standard
locomotive. These are CV66; “forward trim”, and CV95; “reverse trim”. The default value for both is “128”,
right in the center of the value range of “0-255”. What this allows is for you to change the CV values up or
down to match this loco’s speed to your standard loco. Values above 128 will increase the speed settings and
values below 128 will decrease the speed settings. This allows all locomotives to have the same speed table
but adjust it so they all run relative to the standard loco.
This requires a bit more thought and work to accomplish, but some decoders do not support CV’s 5&6.
(Soundtraxx)
Good Luck and have fun with it. All decoders have a factory reset CV.
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ROY’s MODEL TRAIN STORE
2218 E Pikes Peak, Colorado Springs
CO 719-728-0503
Open Tues-Friday 1-6pm
Sat 11am-4pm Closed Sunday Monday.
NARROW GUAGE COLLECTION FOR SALE
We purchased a large collection Of Narrow Gauge MRR items Over 500+ items
HON3, ON3 ON30
From Some these companies/manufacturers
In some cases, we may have only 1 of these
LABelle, SIMPSON, The Valley Car Works Grandt line, Taurus Products, Sequoia,
Russian River, San Juan Car Parts, Precision Scale Parts, Star Models, Classic
Miniatures, Kemtron, KTM Brass, Cliff Line, Clear Creek, Quality Craft Models, West
side Models, 600+ Pieces, D&RGW Parts, HSM historical Scale Miniatures,
Alexander, Timber Creek Models, C&M, Durango Press, Hetch Hetchy Scale Models,
FED-SS, Mainline Models, TOMALCO, Rail Line, Evergreen Designs, Tenshodo,
Blackstone, Liberty Modules, EB Valley, AYRES, Front Range, BTS Structures, PFM,
Rio Grande Models, Campbell Scale Modules, Roundhouse, plus Others
There are about 10+ HON3 & ON3 brass locomotives
Several 0n30 items, motorized truck, engines
Unusual project cars some partially finished
Several new G scale items including a Shay
Several project G scale freight car kits
Most of these items will start to be displayed for
Sale this coming Friday 8th March.
We will continue to check and price items daily
Purchases of over $200.00 or provide a 10% discount for $200.00 Buyers.

